Augmented Reality goes all the way! You are keen on new challenges and real responsibility? Apply for an internship at
Ubimax today under: career@ubimax.com #UbimaxAcademy

Intern in PR / Marketing (m/f) Bremen
Minimum 3 Months
Ubimax develops industrial Wearable Computing and Augmented Reality solutions, which enable customers to optimize their business processes along their entire
value chain. The core of our offering is Ubimax Frontline, the world’s first fully integrated Wearable Computing Platform. Our innovative Smart Glass solutions are
already deployed successfully by 30% of the DAX 30 companies. We are a fast-growing company and looking for individuals who share our passion for Wearables
and Augmented Reality.
Your Responsibilities

We offer

> Drive the development of our communication strategy and public image
> Topic areas: Social media (B2C / B2B), classic PR work, B2B marketing, compilation
of press releases and expert articles, content management, image and video
processing, sales and acquisition

> Innovative, diverse and interdisciplinary fields
> Freedom for self-reliant work and development of own ideas
> Flexible working hours and flat hierarchies
> Becoming part of an international team of AR and Wearable Computing experts
> Optimal working conditions, utilizing state-of-the-art tools and devices
> “Silicon Valley style” open space office on 1500 m² at Bremer Europahafen

Your Profile

Convinced?

> Advanced or completed studies of journalism, media/communication sciences,
sociology, business administration or comparable subject area with excellent
achievements
> Preliminary experience in fields mentioned above, or related
> Advanced Microsoft Office skills
> Proficiency in German and English
> High personal standards
> Driven by creativity in innovation
> Strong commitment to achievement of milestones
> Self-reliant, team-oriented work ethic
> Last but not least, a sense of humor!

Please send your application consisting of a personal cover letter, CV, and certificates
including relevant qualifications to career@ubimax.com. Please contact us for further
questions: HR-Team | career@ubimax.com

